
Broomfield School Curriculum
Overview Year 7 – English

Curriculum Content Suggested Reading or Extension
Activities

Half Term 1
(Sept-Oct) Learning Unit:

Class Novel - A Monster Calls (Patrick Ness, 2016)

Summary of learning unit:

This is the ideal bridge to introduce pupils to the Key
Stage 3 English curriculum. Pupils learn the craft
behind novel writing, focusing on how writers shape
their novels around language, character and narrative
structure. Pupils will read critically through:  knowing
how language, including figurative language,
vocabulary choice, grammar, text structure and
organisational features, presents meaning. Further,
pupils will be introduced to conventions of the Gothic
genre.

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring how the author
uses language and structure to interest the reader.

Learn key vocabulary:
Infer     Narrative structure
Language techniques
Author/authorial     Symbolism
Allegory     Metaphor     Setting
Plot
Character

Introduce KS3 Reading mark
scheme Illustrate your own version
of the ‘Monster’ based on the
description from the text

Research the background of the
original creator of A Monster Calls:
Siobhan Dowd

Explore the concept of an
ALLEGORY - find examples of
famous allegorical novels.

Research into support organisations
for children whose parent is
suffering from cancer (ensure that
this is not the case for pupils in your
class)

Half Term 2
(Nov-Dec) Learning Unit:

An exploration of the Gothic and Gothic Monsters

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils delve further into Gothic literature as they read
original extracts from challenging texts including
Frankenstein (Mary Shelley, 1818), Dracula (Bram
Stoker, 1897), Dr Jekyll & Mr Hyde (Robert Louis
Stevenson, 1888). This module encourages pupils to
explore Victorian literature and to develop
understanding of the Gothic genre, making links
between the changing industrial society and the
creation of these iconic monsters that still shape
popular culture today.

Assessment topic:

Learn key vocabulary
Metaphor     Writer’s structure
Victorian     Atmospheric     Tone
Writer’s form     Sinister
Mysterious      Atmosphere
Supernatural     Symbolic

Suggested reading list:

Frankenstein
Dracula
Wuthering Heights
Jekyll & Hyde
The woman in Black
Coroline
The Signalman/ The Tell Tale Heart
(short stories)



Extract based assessment exploring how the author
uses language and structure to create tone and
atmosphere

Half Term 3
(Jan-Feb) Learning Unit:

Introduction to Non-Fiction: Compare texts
/evaluate purpose/ compare VIEWPOINTS

Summary of learning unit:

This non-fiction module introduces pupils to the
conventions of non-fiction writing used in print form,
including adverts, articles and brochures. Pupils will
compare articles on the same theme but with
contrasting viewpoints, encouraging pupils to develop
their synthesis and comparative skills. Pupils will be
summarising and organising material, and
supporting ideas and arguments with any
necessary factual detail  applying their growing
knowledge of vocabulary, grammar and text
structure to their writing and selecting the
appropriate form  drawing on knowledge of
literary and rhetorical devices from their reading
and listening to enhance the impact of their
writing.

Assessment topic:

Pupils will write their own article on a selected theme,
using non-fiction conventions to help express their
own viewpoint.

Learn key vocabulary
Objective     Subjective     Sources
Evaluate     Discursive     Argument
Summarise     Compare & Contrast
Main Idea     Supporting Detail

Select one an article from The
Guardian website- summarise in no
more than 5 points and present back
to the class

Write two contrasting reviews of
your favourite fast food restaurant

Half Term 4
(Feb-Mar) Learning Unit:

Elements of Shakespeare: Understanding the
Playwright

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils are offered a rich insight into William
Shakespeare’s wordplay and stagecraft. Pupils will
study some of Shakespeare’s most treasured
speeches, soliloquies and scenes to explore the
playwright’s wealth of language devices, dramatic
techniques and iconic characters. These will include
extracts from As You Like It, Hamlet, Richard II and
Julius Caesar.

Assessment topic:

Learn key vocabulary:
Elizabethan/Jacobean     Metaphor
Simile     Personification
Alliteration      Theatrical
Dramatic
Soliloquy     Imagery
Rhyme Scheme

Research the real Richard II

Research the family life of William
Shakespeare

Create a theatre programme/ poster
for school children, on one of the
plays you have studied, in which you
focus on the story line, characters
and themes.



Extract based assessment exploring how
Shakespeare uses language to present his ideas.

Speaking & Listening - performance/reading of a
script

Half Term 5
(Apr-May) Learning Unit:

Introduction to Media

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils are encouraged to develop their creative
thinking with this innovative module. Whilst pupils
analyse the conventions of the super-hero narrative,
the moving image and media communication, they will
also develop their own creative writing. Imaginative
writing, including stories and scripts will be planned
and written based around the creation of the pupils’
own superhero.

Students explore the superhero narrative, structure,
language use and themes to create their own
superhero narratives.

Assessment topic:

To plan and write your own superhero narrative.

Learn key vocabulary:
Theme            Representation
Narrative Perspective         Rhetoric
Hero/Villain         Draft
Sentence Type
Paragraph Organisation
Audience
Purpose

Create your own superhero:
What superhero skills will he/she
have?
What will your superhero look like
(both as hero and ‘normal’ everyday?
What will be your hero’s weakness?
Present to the class

Create a presentation on your
favourite superhero

Half Term 6
(Jun-Jul)

Learning Unit:

Introduction to Poetry

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils are introduced to the rich literary heritage of
English poetry. Pupils will learn specific poetic terms
and skills through studying some of the most
celebrated poets from our poetic heritage, including
William Blake, Lord Alfred Tennyson and William
Wordsworth. Poems studied will include Tyger, The
Lamb, The Chimney Sweeper, Composed Upon
Westminster Bridge, The Lady of Shallott.

Assessment topic:

To explore how a poet uses language and structure to
express their ideas

Learn key vocabulary:
Metaphor     Simile     Imagery
Alliteration     Personification
Onomatopoeia        Stanza
Rhyme scheme     Poetic Structure
Caesura

Summarise the events of The Lady
of Shallott in 6 parts and illustrate
them in a storyboard format

Print out one of your favourite
song’s lyrics and see if you can spot
any poetic language features

Research poetry from the
‘Romantic’ period



Research William Blake’s art work
and links associated with poetry
‘Songs of Innocence & Experience’

Examples of Home
Learning Tasks

See above

Assessment Tasks,
Methods & Frequency Each unit will have formative assessment challenges

Equipment that
Students Need

Class set texts
Extracts from plays studied

Parent / Carers can
help their child by:

See recommended Year 7 reading list
Ensuring child completes research activities /supporting with homework

Useful Websites The Guardian news website
BBC Bitesize
The Globe website
The British Library

Extra-Curricular
Activities & Career
Opportunities

Trip to The Globe- workshop and tour (TBA)
See above

Who Can I
Contact?

Head of English Mr Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk
KS3 English
Co-ordinator

Mr Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk

Teachers of Year 7
English

Ms Emery Ms Kerdagli Ms Flores Ms Hormann



Broomfield School Curriculum
Overview Year 8 – English

Curriculum Content Suggested Reading or Extension
Activities

Half Term 1
(Sept-Oct) Learning Unit:

Short Stories

Summary of learning unit:

The Year 8 curriculum begins with Year 8 pupils
expanding their knowledge of period literature as we
explore 1950s literature (Roald Dahl - A Lamb to the
Slaughter) alongside social conventions (other 1950s
publications) to help understand and measure how
social context shapes contemporary literature. Pupils
develop their knowledge & understanding of allegory
& symbolism in literature, whilst also learning the
specific structure of short story writing.

Pupils will have the opportunity to develop their
speaking and listening skills with the mock courtroom
scenarios of Mary Maloney’s trial.

Following this, pupils compare Lamb to the Slaughter
with another short story - The Monkey’s Paw
(W.W.Jacobs, 1902). This helps pupils solidify their
understanding of the Gothic genre and develop
evaluation and synthesis skills.

Assessment topic:

Persuasive arguing: Who holds moral responsibility
for the death in A Lamb to the Slaughter?

Speaking & Listening:

Mock courtroom scenario.

Learn key vocabulary:
Patriarchal        Symbolism
Allegory     Conventions
Persuasive
Empathy
Elements of plot (Exposition/Rising
Action/Climax/Falling
Action/Conclusion)

Read another short story from Dahl’s
collection ‘Lamb to the Slaughter’.
Compare how Dahl creates a ‘twist
in the tale’

Social historical context- gender
roles within marital relationships
(‘The Good Housewife Guide /1950s
advertising’)

Analyse the use of language within
an extract

Write the police report on the
discovery of the body/crime scene

Write  2 contrasting first person
accounts by Mary Maloney - one
‘official police statement/ the other
a true confession.

Court room scenario- Is Mary
Maloney to blame for the murder of
her husband? All pupils to take on a
role within the court hearing

Development focus on how the TMP
incorporates the gothic genre
(retrieval)

Promote  online Debating Society

Half Term 2
(Nov-Dec) Learning Unit:

Romeo and Juliet: Intro to Classic Tragedy

Summary of learning unit:

Learn key vocabulary:
Rhyming Couplets    Oxymoron
Iambic Pentameter     Sonnet
Tragic Hero      Classic Tragedy
Aristotelian structure     Hamartia
Hubris      Fate      Peripeteia



Pupils will be taken to Verona 1595 in this timeless
classic of fateful love. This will provide the opportunity
to delve into Shakespeare’s stagecraft and
understand the playwright’s intent through:

>analysis of writer’s language and language
techniques;

>evaluation of structure and organisation;

>use of dramatic and poetic form.

Further, pupils will be introduced to the form of Classic
Greek Tragedy and the notion of the Tragic Hero.
Pupils will start to get an understanding of
Shakespeare’s tragic format and how this influences
the audience.

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring how
Shakespeare uses language to present his ideas in
two or more key scenes.

Research Shakespeare’s Tragedies -
how many did he write? What are
the titles of these plays? Which ones
are most famous & why?

Select one of Shakespeare’s
tragedies and summarise the plot

Modernise the fight scene in Act 3
Scene 1 and set it in a modern
English urban environment.

What are the components of classic
Greek tragedy? How does
Shakespeare include them in Romeo
& Juliet?

Half Term 3
(Jan-Feb) Learning Unit:

Non-fiction Writing

Summary of learning unit:

This module offers pupils the opportunity to broaden
and expand their own non fiction writing skills and
knowledge, using various non-fiction extracts to
develop understanding of targeting an audience and
writer’s purpose. Persuasive and discursive writing
skills will be analysed, compared, evaluated and used
in the students’ own writing. Pupils will assess how
writers use language to shape their viewpoints and
perspectives within popular media: most resources
will be sourced from The Guardian newspaper -
Opinion section.

Assessment topic:

Create your own article expressing your viewpoints on
a topic studied from popular media. You must include:

- specific language techniques;
- particular words/phrases fitting conventional

modes of text type

Learn key vocabulary:
Writer’s viewpoint
Writer’s perspective
Language Techniques
Writing Triplets
Irony      Sarcasm      Satire      Pun
Formal      Informal

Read an article from The Guardian
website (Opinion section) once a
week; answer the following
questions:
What topic is the writer giving
his/her opinion on?
What is the writer’s opinion?
Why do they have this viewpoint?

Create your own newspaper article
giving your own VIEWPOINT on a
topic that you are interested
in/passionate about.

Promote online Journalist Society

Half Term 4
(Feb-Mar) Learning Unit:

20th Century Novel: Wonder

Learn key vocabulary:
Narrative Structure
Theme        Narrative Perspective
Authorial voice      Script
Prejudice



Summary  of learning unit:

Pupils develop their knowledge and skills entailed in a
study of a novel. This novel deals with the difficult
themes of disability, tolerance of difference and
courage. The text is written in mixed narratives,
encouraging pupils to consider how narrative
perspective and structure shapes the readers’
responses, comprehension and understanding.

Assessment topic:

Plan & write an anti bullying speech. You must
include:

- specific language techniques;
- particular words/phrases fitting conventional

modes of text type

Speaking & Listening:

Perform an anti bullying speech.

Tolerance       Excerpts      Allusion
Hyperbole

Research Treacher Collins
Syndrome - create an Information
Sheet helping us to a) understand
the syndrome; b) how to best
help/support those who have the
syndrome.

Create an anti-bullying speech for
Year 6 Parents: how do we prevent
bullying in our community?

Create your own script involving a
person who struggles to ‘fit in’ at
school, but overcomes difficulties &
manages to succeed at school and
to make friends.

Create your own precept alongside
your drawing of the Wonder image.
Write a letter (postcard size)
explaining your precept.

Promote online Radio Society
Half Term 5
(Apr-May) Learning unit:

Time-Travel

Summary of learning unit:

This is a creative module, exploring how writers
create the sense of disbelief in fiction. Pupils will
concentrate on specific language techniques and
structure to help create particular effects and
responses upon the reader. Pupils will draft both
analytical and creative written responses to help
develop their understanding of how figurative
language, structured information and other stylistic
written techniques will shape the intended effects
upon the reader. Extracts from texts studied will
include:

● The Time Machine - (H G Wells,1892);
● GCSE extract Paper I (November 2019);
● The Time Travelling Caveman – Terry Pratchet
● Dr Who - David Solomons
● 1984 – George Orwell

Assessment topic:

Pupils will draft and write their own Time Travel
narrative. You must include:

- specific language techniques;
- organisation & structure of ideas;
- ambitious vocabulary

Learn Key Vocabulary:
Metaphor      Simile
Structural Markers
Plot development
Sensory Imagery
Planning and Drafting
Suspense
Tension
Character development
Setting

Research travel and time: is it
scientifically possible to time travel?
Write your own feature article on
this topic.

Write an opening creative narrative
that helps build tension and
suspense. Identify what techniques
you used to help raise
tension/suspense.

Research a famous character in
literature who time travels. Create a
fact file on this text/character
including:
author/plot/key characters/time
periods travelled to & reasons why.



Half Term 6
(Jun-Jul) Learning Unit:

Poetry: The British Canon of Female Poetry

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils experience the chronological growth of British
female poets and poetry as they experience the
growth of female poets throughout the ages. Pupils
will compare how the topics, themes and ideas
change and manifest over time, whilst the rules of
poetic language and structure remain constant.
Further knowledge and analytical application of the
poetic form is gathered through a focus on poetic
technique and structure.

Poets will include:

● Mary Barber (1600s)
● Mary Collier (1700s)
● Susana Blamier (1700s)
● Christina Rossetti (1800s)
● George Eliot (1800s)
● Charlotte Mew (1900s)

Modern poets:

● Liz Lochead
● Jackie Kay
● Carol Ann Duffy

Assessment topic:

Compare how poets express their ideas in two of the
poems studied in this module.

Comment on:

- poetic technique;
- structure and poetic form

Learn key vocabulary:
Literature
Literary Canon
Feminism
Poetic structure
Rhyming patterns
Enjambment
Onomatopoeia
Tone
Metaphor
Pseudonym

Read the wider Anthology of
Feminine Poets. Select one of the
poets featured in the Anthology &
research their poetry. Create a fact
file on the poet and her most
famous poems.

Compare 2 poems written from
different time periods. How are they
similar and how are they different?

Create your own Poetry Knowledge
Organiser, including ten of your
favourite poetic techniques, their
definitions, and examples of each
technique.

Promote the online Poetry Society

Examples of Home
Learning Tasks

Please see above

Assessment Tasks,
Methods & Frequency Each unit of work will have formative assessment challenges

Equipment that
Students Need

Class set texts
Appropriate resources for each unit

Parent / Carers can
help their child by:

Support with homework activities
Support pupils reading from the recommended KS3 Reading List

Useful Websites The Guardian news website
BBC Bitesize
The Globe website
The British Library
Roald Dahl Society.com
National Centre for Writing.com



Extra-Curricular
Activities & Career
Opportunities

See above

Who Can I
Contact?

Head of English Mr A Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk
KS3 English
Co-ordinator
Teachers of Year 8
English

Ms Emery; Mr Nicholson; Ms Flores; Ms Simeonova; Ms Kirdgali

Broomfield School Curriculum
Overview Year 9 – English

Curriculum Content Suggested Reading or Extension
Activities

Half Term 1
(Sept-Oct) Learning Unit:

Of Mice and Men (John Steinbeck, 1937)

Summary of learning unit:

Of Mice and Men is the timeless classic providing
students with a microcosm into 1930s America, and
how the writer uses stylistic techniques to help
articulate his ideas (such as language and language
features, symbolism and structure).Pupils will explore
the themes of race, gender and class to gain an
understanding of Steinbeck’s comment on American
society, and his understanding of the conceptual
‘American Dream’.  Pupils will begin planning and
writing GCSE-style essay responses on the text’s
main themes & key extracts.

Assessment topic:

Learn key vocabulary:
Racism
Sexism
Microcosm
Macrocosm
Realism
Symbolism
Protest
Ideology
Cynicism
Expose

Research the concept of The
American Dream

Create a factfile on 1930s America -
Social and Political Context

Develop links between 1930s
America and the fight towards
American Civil Rights



Extract based assessment exploring how the writer
uses language and structure to influence the readers.

American Civil Rights: History and
Context

Develop links between literary
influences and wider movements
within the arts: music/art/poetry

Women’s Rights: the growth of
suffrage independence

Newspaper Report: The Salinas
Times - Life on the Ranches

Half Term 2
(Nov-Dec) Learning Unit:

Non-Fiction Reading

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will broaden their exposure to non-fiction
writing by exploring biographies/autobiographies,
travel writing and writers’ viewpoints on race, culture,
gender and class. In particular, pupils will focus on the
writing and structural techniques used by writers to
express their opinions/points-of-view.

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring how a writer
expresses their viewpoint through language and
structure.

Learn key vocabulary:
Biography
Autobiography
Slogan
Byline
Caption
Appraise
First-hand accounts
Clarity-of-detail
Narrative nonfiction
Expository non-fiction

Biography writing - research an
influential person on your life & write
a biography of their main
achievements/successes & how
they have influenced you

Autobiography writing - write your
own autobiography, including your
achievements/successes, and your
future hopes and dreams.

Write your own newspaper article:
Select a newsworthy topic from
Current Affairs. Write your own
article on this topic including your
own viewpoint/perspective.

Promote online Journalist Society
Promote online Radio Society

Half Term 3
(Jan-Feb) Learning Unit:

Intro to GCSE Poetry

Summary of learning unit:

This module continues the analysis of the poetic form,
focusing on poetic technique, structure and form.
Additionally, pupils will read poems from a diverse
selection of poets, helping to explore issues
surrounding culture and identity in the poetic form.
Pupils will  begin planning and writing GCSE-style
essay responses on the poems’ main themes & ideas.
Poets studied will include: John Agard/Tom

Learn key vocabulary:
Sibilance
Onomatopoeia
Assonance
Form
Metaphor
Structure
Consonance
Dialect
Accent

To broaden understanding of culture
and cultural influences, pupils are
challenged to create ‘Cultural
Mindmaps’ detailing all the different



Leonard/Grace Nichols/Benjamin Zephaniah/Moniza
Anvi.

Assessment topic:

Explore how the poet uses language and structure to
express their ideas.

influences which make up your own
cultural identity - ie -
family/friends/entertainment/intere
sts/habits/behaviours/

Write your own poem on Cultural
Identity, exploring what it means to
you. Decide upon a particular poetic
form and rhyming pattern, and
include at least 3 poetic techniques.

Half Term 4
(Feb-Mar) Learning Unit:

Othello

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils develop their understanding of Classic Greek
Tragedy and the conventions of the Tragic Hero.
Furthermore, pupils start to understand and explore
Aristotle’s tragic structure, and how Shakespeare
interprets the classic structure into his own tragedies.
Pupils will read the full script, exploring theme / setting
/ character  / language / structure. Pupils will  begin
planning and writing GCSE-style essay responses on
the play's main themes & ideas.

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring how language
and structure influence the audience.

Speaking & Listening:

Perform Shakespearean speech.

Learn Key Vocabulary:
Classic Tragedy
Tragic Hero
Hamartia
Hubris
Peripeteia
Fate
Dramatic Tension
Aristotelian Structure
Dramatic Irony
Race

Create a factfile on Elizabethan
England and Race - develop an
understanding of how race was
represented in England whilst
Othello was being performed

Discursive writing: Explore how
Shakespeare creates dramatic
tension in act 1, Othello.
Comment on:
writer’s language
writer’s structure
writer’s form

Bringing Othello into the modern
world: comparing title lyrics of Fresh
Prince with the plot of Othello

Use Othello’s autobiography speech
(act 1 scene 3) to write & illustrate
your own biography of Othello’s life.

Create an image of a fisherman’s
net: this symbolises Iago’s devilish
plan. Detail each of the characters
trapped in the net, explaining
how/why each of them are in there.

Promote online Philosophy Society
Half Term 5
(Apr-May) Learning Unit:

An Inspector Calls (part 1)

Learn Key Vocabulary:
Theatrical
Dramatic
Moral compass
Theme
Metaphor



J.B. Priestley - 1946

Pupils are taught their first GCSE Literature exam
text: An Inspector Calls. Pupils will learn about the
social-historical context of Edwardian England
compared with post World War Two Britain, and the
birth of the Welfare State. Pupils will study non-fiction
literature to understand the changing nature of
English society, capturing why the playwright wrote
his script at a time of huge societal change. Once this
context is established, pupils will read the play and
start analysing language, character and dramatic
techniques used by the playwright.

Assessment topic:

Assessment for this module occurs in the second half
term.

Setting
Stage Directions
Socialism/Capitalism
Class hierarchy
Didactic

Research: create a factfile on:
1. Edwardian England
2. Post war 1945 England

Key Question:
In what ways had the country
changed?

Focus on the character of Sheila:
Create a character profile detailing
Sheila’s character in the play: how
does it change? When does it start
changing? Why does it start
changing? How does it start
changing? How do the audience
react to her at the end of the play?
How is this compared with the start
of the play?

Focus on the key theme of
responsibility:
Create a mind map exploring how
Priestley presents the theme of
responsibility in An Inspector Calls.
Include the following ideas: who is
responsible for what or who in the
play? How does each character deal
with the issue of responsibility? How
does individual responsibility
become a shared responsibility?
Does responsibility need to be
taught? By who?

Half Term 6
(Jun-Jul) An Inspector Calls (part 2)

J.B. Priestley

Pupils will plan and write their first GCSE Literature
exam prep essays. Pupils will plan for their first GCSE
style formal assessment, followed by opportunities to
draft and re draft to help cultivate the best written
responses.

Following this, pupils will examine previous GCSE
exam questions and work on planning and writing
more essays. This will be extremely beneficial for
pupils as the GCSE syllabus begins unfolding. The
work produced will provide the basis for revision in
Year 11.

Learn key vocabulary:
Essay writing
Essay structure
Planning
Textual Evidence
Playwright’s Intent
Dramatic Devices
Audience
Dramatic Form
Metaphor
Dramatic Structure

Research life and works of J.B
Priestley- focusing particularly on
his political viewpoint

Research and devise 4 bullet points
of each of the following:
The miners’ strike



Assessment topic:

Previous GCSE exam question on the exam text, An
Inspector Calls.

Speaking & Listening

Pupils produce a presentation detailing the changing
nature of England from the Edwardian period to post
World War Two.

the first world war
sinking of the Titanic
the Russian revolution
the great depression

Keep a map of the key themes and
how each character’s actions convey
each theme

Quote quest: create mind map
postcards on each character,
focusing specifically on their
involvement in life of Eva Smith

Create a PPT on a key theme, to be
presented to the class

Write a different ending to the play

Share exemplary material with
pupils - pupils to highlight examples
of AO2/AO3 in each one (retrieval
from previous units)

Court room scenario- Who is
responsible for the death of Eva
Smith?
All pupils to take on a role within the
court hearing

Examples of Home
Learning Tasks

See above

Assessment Tasks,
Methods & Frequency

Each unit of work will have formative assessment challenges

Equipment that
Students Need

Class set texts
Appropriate resources for each unit

Parent / Carers can
help their child by:

Support with homework activities
Support pupils reading from the recommended KS3 Reading List

Select at least one article from The Guardian website each week and
summarise the article in your own words.

Useful Websites BBC Bitesize
The Guardian (UK)
The Guardian news website
The Globe website
The British Library
National Centre for Writing.com

Extra-Curricular
Activities & Career
Opportunities

See above



Who Can I
Contact?

Head of English Mr A Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk
KS3 English
Co-ordinator
Teachers of Year 9
English

Ms Flores; Ms Simeonova; Mr Coyle; Ms Emery; Ms  Kirdagli

Broomfield School Curriculum
Overview Year 10 – English (GCSE)

Curriculum Content Suggested Reading or Extension
Activities

Half Term 1
(Sept-Oct) Learning Unit:

Macbeth (William Shakespeare, 1606)

Summary of learning unit:

Year 10 begins with the second of the set GCSE
Literature exam texts - the classic tragedy of Macbeth.

Pupils will consolidate their KS3 learning of
Shakespearean tragedy analysing the effects of
classic tragedy and the tragic hero upon the audience.
Further, pupils will explore the playwright’s intent
through analysing the play’s tragic form, as well as the
playwright’s use of figurative language and dramatic
structure.

For all GCSE Literature texts, pupils are assessed
around 4 Assessment Objectives. They are:

● AO1: Read, understand and respond to
texts. Students should be able to:

○ maintain a critical style and develop
an informed personal response

○ use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.

● AO2: Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate.

Learn key vocabulary
Aristotelian Structure
(Exposition/Rising
Action/Climax/Falling
Action/Denouement)
Tragic Hero
Hubris
Hamartia
Peripeteia
Dramatic Timing
Metaphor
Supernatural
Soliloquy
Ambition

Pre- reading activity ‘If the crime
fits…’

Research social/historical attitudes
to witches in the 17th century -
including the attitudes of James 1

Research the typical Skakespearean
tragic hero- compare to earlier
studied plays eg, Othello & Romeo

Prepare Speaking & Listening
activity: ‘Who is responsible for the



● AO3: Show understanding of the
relationships between texts and the
contexts in which they were written.

● AO4: Use a range of vocabulary and
sentence structures for clarity, purpose
and effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

Weighting of assessment objectives for GCSE English

Literature

Assessment
objectives
(AOs)

Component
weightings (approx
%)

Overall
weighting
(approx
%)

Paper 1 Paper 2

AO1 15 22.5 37.5

AO2 15 27.5 42.5

AO3 7.5 7.5 15

AO4 2.5 2.5 5

Overall
weighting
of
components

40 60 100

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring how language &
structure create meaning and impact upon the
audience..

downfall of Macbeth?’- Take 2
lessons to prepare

Practice exam questions to be
answered and marked using
exemplars from mark schemes

Compare depiction of 3 witches
from 3 different film versions
Select a soliloquy from the play-
learn minimum 10 lines and recite

Create mind maps on all major
characters/themes

Write 2 diary extracts for Lady
Macbeth, conveying deterioration of
her state of mind.  First on the night
where she hears of the witches
prophecy, second just before the
sleepwalking scene.

Annotate an extract from the
perspective of a director- include
stage directions (tone, position of
characters, lighting, sound effects..)

Half Term 2
(Nov-Dec) English Language Paper 1

Pupils are introduced to the English Language GCSE
Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Writing. The exam
paper is split into a Reading section and a Writing

Macbeth Assessment- exam
question

Learn key vocabulary
Adjective
Verb - dynamic/imperative



section (booth equally weighted). Pupils will start
practising the reading and writing skills required from
Language Paper 1.

It is imperative pupils practise extended creative
writing, focusing on language, structural organisation,
spelling, punctuation, and grammar.

For the two GCSE Language exam papers , pupils
are assessed around 6 Assessment Objectives. They
are:

● AO1:
○ identify and interpret explicit and

implicit information and ideas
○ select and synthesise evidence from

different texts
● AO2: Explain, comment on and analyse

how writers use language and structure to
achieve effects and influence readers,
using relevant subject terminology to
support their views

● AO3: Compare writers’ ideas and
perspectives, as well as how these are
conveyed, across two or more texts

● AO4: Evaluate texts critically and support
this with appropriate textual references

● AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively and
imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone,
style and register for different forms,
purposes and audiences. Organise
information and ideas, using structural and
grammatical features to support coherence
and cohesion of texts

● AO6: Candidates must use a range of
vocabulary and sentence structures for
clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation. (This
requirement must constitute 20% of the
marks for each specification as a whole.)

Weighting of assessment objectives for
GCSE English Language

Assess
ment
objecti
ves
(AOs)

Component weightings
(approx %)

Overal
l
weight
ing
(appro
x %)

Paper
1

Paper
2

Spoke
n
Langu
age
NEA

AO1 2.5 7.5 N/A 10

Noun - noun phrases
Pronoun
Adverb
Adverbial Phrases
Narrative Perspective
Language Devices
Structural Techniques
Evaluate

Create a pupil friendly guide on how
to approach each question- use
selection of websites including BBC
Bitesize, Seneca..

Relevant short starters which are
question focused

Practice extended creative writing:
create your own creative narratives

Practice Writing to Describe



AO2 10 7.5 N/A 17.5

AO3 N/A 10 N/A 10

AO4 12.5 N/A N/A 12.5

AO5 15 15 N/A 30

AO6 10 10 N/A 20

AO7 N/A N/A endors

ement

0

AO8 N/A N/A endors

ement

0

AO9 N/A N/A endors

ement

0

Overall

weighting of

components

50 50 0 100

There are an additional three Assessment Objectives
for Speaking and Listening (AO 7,8,9) - this is
assessed through non-examination, although pupils
are required to complete a Speaking and Listening
presentation. Please see below:

● AO7: Demonstrate presentation skills in a
formal setting

● AO8: Listen and respond appropriately to
spoken language, including to questions and
feedback on presentations

● AO9: Use spoken Standard English effectively
in speeches and presentations.

Assessment topic:

Previous exam paper - AQA English Language Paper
1



Half Term 3
(Jan-Feb) Learning Unit:

A Christmas Carol

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will consolidate their learning of KS3 Victorioan
literature analysing the effects of Darwinian literature
upon the readers. Further, pupils will explore the
author’s intent through analysing the text’s Gothic
form, as well as the author's use of figurative
language and structural organisation.

For all GCSE Literature texts, pupils are assessed
around 4 Assessment Objectives. They are:

● AO1: Read, understand and respond to
texts. Students should be able to:

○ maintain a critical style and develop
an informed personal response

○ use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.

● AO2: Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate.

● AO3: Show understanding of the
relationships between texts and the
contexts in which they were written.

● AO4: Use a range of vocabulary and
sentence structures for clarity, purpose
and effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

Assessment topic:

Extract based assessment exploring the effects of
writer’s use of language and structural organisation &
how they influence the reader.

Learn key vocabulary:
Allegory
Victorian
Redemption
Salvation
Damnation
Narrative Structure
Didactic
Philanthropy/Misanthropy
Poverty
Unhallowed

Research:
Life in Victorian England. Include:
1834 Poor Law
Role of the Workhouses
The Class System
Life led by the Upper Classes
Attitudes towards the poor
Concept of the ‘Deserving’ &
‘Undeserving’ Poor

What is an allegory? Why do writers
use this literary technique? What
allegory does Dickens use and why?

What are Biblical values? How does
Dickens include Biblical values in
ACC? Why does he include Biblical
themes in his text?

Half Term 4
(Feb-Mar) Learning Unit:

English Language Paper 2

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils are introduced to English Language Paper 2 -
Comparing Writers’ Viewpoints & Perspectives. The
paper follows the same format as Paper 1 with a
Reading & Writing section, and both being equally
weighted. Pupils have to compare writers’ attitudes
and opinions in two separate unseen sources. One
source will be from the Victorian period, and one

Learn key vocabulary:
Writers’ Viewpoints/Perspectives
Compare/Contrast
Writing to argue/persuade
Connectives
Writing Techniques
Summary
Determiner
Preposition
Semicolon
Paragraphs

Read at least one article from The
Guardian website each week.



source will be either from the twentieth or twenty first
century.

Assessment topic:

English Language Paper 2 (previous exam paper)

Summarise the content of the article
you have read.

Research an issue which affects you
from Current Affairs. Write your one
VIEWPOINT on this topic, including
at least 5 Writing techniques.

Promote online Radio Society
Promote online Journalist Society
Promote online Debate Society

Half Term 5
(Apr-May) Learning Unit:

Poetry Anthology (Love and Relationships)

Summary of learning unit:

This is the final GCSE Literature exam text pupils will
have to learn for their GCSE LIterature exam. Pupils
will consolidate all their learning from the KS3 Poetry
Units to analyse this set of exam-based poems. The
exam question requires pupils to compare two similar
poems through language, structure, theme and topic.
Whilst all the poems are taught separately, pupils
must synthesise the different elements of the poems
to ascertain which two can be best compared in a
timed essay format (50 mins timed essay).

Assessment topic:

Previous GCSE exam question

Learn key vocabulary:
Narrative Perspective
Poetic Structure
Poetic Techniques
Metaphor
Simile
Anaphora
Enjambment
Symbolism
Alliteration
Poetic Structure

Research Romantic poetry & its
conventions - create a factfile on the
conventions of Romantic poetry.

Create your own Glossary of Poetic
terms

Make links between the poems,
finding ways in which the poems can
be best compared with each other.

Promote online Poetry Society

Half Term 6
(Jun-Jul) Learning Unit:

Poetry Anthology and End of Year Exams

Speaking & Listening presentation

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will continue studying the poems from the
Anthology, focusing on poetic technique, form and
structure, and using these skills to help plan and write
exam-prep essays.

Further, pupils must plan their Speaking & Listening
presentation. This is a talk that will last 3-4 mins
approximately, followed by a Q&A session from a
small audience.

Learn Key Vocabulary:
Articulate
Discursive
Explore
Textual Evidence
Argue
Purpose
Audience
Playwright’s Purpose
Clarity
Register

Practise public speaking skills by
selecting a topic of your choice, and
plan a presentation around this
topic, exploring your own viewpoint
on the topic.



Assessment topic:

English Literature:

Macbeth

English Language:

Paper 1

Examples of Home
Learning Tasks

See above

Assessment Tasks,
Methods & Frequency

All units of work contain assessments

Equipment that
Students Need

Copies of texts: Macbeth/ACC/Poetry Anthology
Past Papers: Paper 1/Paper 2 AQA

Parent / Carers can
help their child by:

Support with homework activities
Support pupils reading from the recommended KS4 Reading List
Purchase study guides from PP

Select at least one article from The Guardian website each week and
summarise the article in your own words.

Useful Websites
Extra-Curricular
Activities & Career
Opportunities

The Guardian news website
BBC Bitesize
The Globe website
Charlesdickensinfo.com
The Charles Dickens Museum.com
http://www.yorknotes.com/gcse/an-inspector-calls-york-.
Seneca learning.com
poemanalysis.com
The British Library
The National Centre for Writing.com

Who Can I
Contact?

Head of English Mr A Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk
KS4 English
Co-ordinator
Teachers of Year 10
English

Mr Coyle; Mr Nicholson; Ms Bampanatsa; Ms Simeonova; Ms Flores;
Ms Hormann

http://www.yorknotes.com/gcse/an-inspector-calls-york-


Broomfield School Curriculum
Overview Year 11 – English (GCSE)

Curriculum Content Suggested Reading or Extension
Activities

Half Term 1
(Sept-Oct) Learning Unit:

Poetry Anthology

AIC - Revision

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will complete their Poetry Anthologies honing
their essay planning and writing skills and techniques
to become ‘exam-ready’. Pupils will revise key scenes
and extracts from the text, & use previous exam
questions to plan and write essay responses to a
timed limit (exam time for this essay = 50 mins).

Assessment topic:

Previous exam question (An Inspector Calls)

Learn Key Vocabulary:
Essay writing
Essay structure
Planning
Textual Evidence
Playwright’s Intent
Dramatic Devices
Audience
Dramatic Form
Metaphor
Dramatic Structure

Research previous exam questions
on An Inspector Calls. Plan and write
a timed essay response for each of
the questions - exam time for essay
writing = 50 mins.

Purchase Study Aids from PP:
Language (Reading and Writing)
Literature (all 4 exam texts - this
term should be Unseen Poetry/An
Inspector Calls)

Half Term 2
(Nov-Dec) Learning Unit:

Macbeth/English Language Paper 1 Revision

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils consolidate their learning from Year 10 on
Macbeth, honing their essay planning and writing
skills and techniques to become ‘exam-ready’. Pupils
will revise key scenes and extracts from the text, &
use previous exam questions to plan and write essay
responses to a timed limit (exam time for this essay =
50 mins).

Pupils will also be practising Language Paper 2 and
the Assessment Objectives pupils will be marked
against

Assessment topic:

Learn key vocabulary:
Aristotelian Structure
(Exposition/Rising
Action/Climax/Falling
Action/Denouement)
Tragic Hero
Hubris
Hamartia
Peripeteia
Dramatic Timing
Metaphor
Supernatural
Soliloquy
Ambition

Adjective
Verb - dynamic/imperative
Noun - noun phrases
Pronoun
Adverb
Adverbial Phrases



Previous exam question (Macbeth)

Previous exam - Language Paper 1

Narrative Perspective
Language Devices
Structural Techniques
Evaluate

Link the key themes and ideas of the
text through the use of mindmaps.
Key themes include:

- Ambition;
- The supernatural;
- Conflict;
- Power & corruption;
- Kingship v Tyranny.

Solidify understanding of the
conventions of classic tragedy and
the notion of the Tragic Hero.

Solidify understanding of
Shakespeare’s dramatic structure

Research previous exam questions
and plan and write an essay for each
of the exam questions.

Practice writing timed essays - exam
time to plan & write this exam essay
= 50 mins.

Pupils should be reading at least one
article from The Guardian website
every day. Produce a written
summary of the article you have
read.

Select an article from the Opinions
section on The Guardian website.
Analyse the article to examine how
the writer uses language techniques
and structural organisation to
influence the reader.

Purchase Study Aids from PP:
Language (Reading and Writing)
Literature (all 4 exam texts - this
term should be Macbeth)

Half Term 3
(Jan-Feb) Learning Unit:

Poetry (Unseen) and A Christmas Carol Revision

Summary of learning unit:

The final component of the Literature Paper 2 exam
requires pupils to:

- analyse an unseen poem;

Learn key vocabulary:
Practice and learn the acronym
MITSEL (see below):
Meaning
Imagery
Structure
Effect upon the reader
Language
Narrative Perspective
Poetic Structure
Poetic Techniques



- compare a second unseen poem with the first
unseen poem.

Pupils must assemble the skills learnt in KS3 and the
work in Year 10 on the Poetry Anthology to best
prepare for this exam component. The MITSEL
technique (Meaning, Imagery, Structure, Effect upon
the reader, Language)will be taught providing pupils
with an analytical model to follow to help them best
respond to the Unseen Poetry section of the exam.

Pupils will also revise the key themes and ideas of An
Inspector Calls, focusing on planning and writing
‘exam-ready’ written responses. All essays must be
timed - exam time for this essay = 50 mins.

Assessment topic:

Previous exam paper:

Lit Paper 1

Lit Paper 2:

Unseen poetry questions

Metaphor
Simile
Anaphora
Enjambment
Symbolism
Alliteration
Poetic Structure

Allegory
Victorian
Redemption
Salvation
Damnation
Narrative Structure
Didactic
Philanthropy/Misanthropy
Poverty
Unhallowed

Research the Unseen Poetry section
of Literature Paper 2. There are 2
questions (1st Unseen Poetry
question = 24 marks - exam time =
35 mins / 2nd Unseen Poetry
question = 8 marks - exam time = 10
mins). Use the MITSEL approach to
help you answer both questions.

Purchase Study Aids from PP:
Language (Reading and Writing)
Literature (all 4 exam texts - this
term should be Unseen Poetry/An
Inspector Calls)

Half Term 4
(Feb-Mar) Learning Unit:

Macbeth Revision

English Language Paper 2

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will begin the term consolidating revision
material on An Inspector Calls, ensuring the main
ideas and techniques used by the playwright are
clearly explored in the pupils’ written responses.
Timed essay writing will be planned and practised.
Following this, pupils will revise the Reading and
Writing sections of Language Paper 2, focusing in
particular on comparative and summarising skills

Learn key vocabulary:
Aristotelian Structure
(Exposition/Rising
Action/Climax/Falling
Action/Denouement)
Tragic Hero
Hubris
Hamartia
Peripeteia
Dramatic Timing
Metaphor
Supernatural
Soliloquy
Ambition

Adjective
Verb - dynamic/imperative
Noun - noun phrases
Pronoun



(Reading) and non-fiction writing skills (Viewpoints &
Perspectives - Writing).

Assessment topic:

- Previous exam questions - Macbeth;
- Previous exam paper - Language Paper 2

Adverb
Adverbial Phrases
Narrative Perspective
Language Devices
Structural Techniques
Evaluate

Research previous exam questions
on Macbeth. Plan and write a timed
essay response for each of the
questions - exam time for essay
writing = 50 mins.

Practise creative writing skills:
- Look at previous exam

papers -  Question 5 (writing
section): plan and write your
responses to all previous
Question 5 from Language
Paper 2

- Always include sensory
descriptions in your creative
writing;

- Include at least 5 separate
writing techniques to help
your creative writing become
interesting and entertaining.

Purchase Study Aids from PP:
Language (Reading and Writing:
Paper 2)
Literature (all 4 exam texts - this
term should be Macbeth)

Half Term 5
(Apr-May) Learning Unit

Exam Revision

English Language Paper 1

English Language Paper 2

English Literature Paper 1

English Literature Paper 2

Summary of learning unit:

Pupils will be following the rigours of exam timing and
technique throughout this unit, consolidating the skills
involved in both GCSE English Language and
Literature exam papers. Pupils will balance their
revision time between both Language / Literature
disciplines. Limited timed writing will be drafted and
re-drafted to help pupils achieve the best writing
styles and techniques to be ‘exam-ready’.

Learn key vocabulary:
Writers’ Viewpoints/Perspectives
Compare/Contrast
Writing to argue/persuade
Connectives
Writing Techniques
Summary
Determiner
Preposition
Semicolon
Paragraphs

Adjective
Verb - dynamic/imperative
Noun - noun phrases
Pronoun
Adverb
Adverbial Phrases
Narrative Perspective
Language Devices
Structural Techniques
Evaluate



Complete previous exam papers in
both Language and Literature to
specified time limits.

Half Term 6
(Jun-Jul)

Examples of Home
Learning Tasks

Please see above

Assessment Tasks,
Methods & Frequency

Final Easter Mocks, English Language Paper 2, English Literature AIC and
Unseen (2021 different paper contents); whole school mock examinations.

Equipment that
Students Need

Copies of texts: Macbeth/ACC/Poetry Anthology
Past Papers: PPare 1/Paper 2

Parent / Carers can
help their child by:

Support with homework activities
Support pupils reading from the recommended KS4 Reading List
Purchase study guides from PP

Select at least one article from The Guardian website each week and
summarise the article in your own words.

Useful Websites The Guardian news website
BBC Bitesize
The Globe website
Charlesdickensinfo.com
The Charles Dickens Museum.com
http://www.yorknotes.com/gcse/an-inspector-calls-york-.
Seneca learning.com
poemanalysis.com
The British Library
The National Centre for Writing.com

Extra-Curricular
Activities & Career
Opportunities

See  above

Who Can I
Contact?

Head of English Mr A Coyle - acoyle15.308@broomfield.enfield.sch.uk
KS4 English
Co-ordinator
Teachers of Year 11
English

Mr Coyle; Mr Nicholson; Ms Bampanatsa; Ms Flores; Ms Simeonova;
Ms Hormann

http://www.yorknotes.com/gcse/an-inspector-calls-york-

